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Welcome to the BSO Midweeks!
On behalf of the Associate Conductor for Education, Nicholas Hersh, the members of the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, and the BSO Education Department, we are delighted to
welcome you to our 2018-2019 Midweek Concert Series. With the BSO’s Midweek Concert series
as the longest running education initiative at the BSO (running since February 16, 1924), and the
first regular educational concert series of any orchestra in the country, we are thrilled to have you
join us here at the Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall.
This Midweek Concert Season, we present four concerts Symphony Space-tacular: Star Wars and
Beyond!, A Swingin’ Nutcracker, Peter and the Wolf, and Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra.
Each concert incorporates an Arts-Integrated, STEAM-Activated approach to create a relevant,
interactive, and interdisciplinary experience.

About This Guide
On the next pages you will find the Teachers’ Guide for A Swingin’ Nutcracker!, written by a highly
skilled group of Maryland educators with specialism in Music, Drama, Science, English/Language
Arts, and Visual Arts, led by award-winning curriculum writer and editor, Richard McCready.
At the start of the guide is a “Snapshot” of your concert experience. This will give you a sense of
what to expect in the concert, along with some thoughts about the various curricular connections,
and music we suggest you listen to in the classroom before the performance.
Beyond the Snapshot pages you will find a variety of activities, called “Riff,” to signify the various
directions that you can explore in order to prepare for this concert. Each Riff may be used in any
order you wish. We have also highlighted the various cross-curricular links that align with each Riff
so that you may jump to areas that are of particular interest to you and your students. We hope that
your students try at least one activity prior to coming to the concert so they can make the most of
their live experience at the Meyerhoff.
Each activity is written to encourage students’ natural sense of creativity and exploration. They will
be able to read the activity pages or you can read the activities with them. Some of the activities are
scientific, some are movement games, some employ and encourage art skills, and some involve
storytelling and role-play. You best know your students, their capabilities, and their interests. You
should encourage students to try the activities that you feel most appropriate for them and for your
classroom. Encourage other teachers in your building to try some of the activities as well.
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These guides are designed and intended as a mere starting point for exploration, with the essential
piece being the work that is created by the student, for the student. Our ultimate goal is to facilitate
a strong connection between the music performed by the BSO and the everyday lives of your
students, so that they may continue to take music with them wherever they go.
Please feel free to share your students’ work with us at the BSO—we love to see where the ideas
from these activities might take your students and all the inspired, arts-integrated work they will
produce in the classroom. If you wish to share any materials with us at the BSO, please send them
to education@bsomusic.org.
We hope you enjoy this guide, your explorations that are yet to come, the concert experience, and
sharing your creative work with us.
Warmly,

Carole Wysocki
Director of Education & Community Engagement
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra

Julia Perry
Education Programs Coordinator
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra

Morgan Daly
Education Assistant
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
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A Swingin’ Nutcracker! Concert Program
Below is the list of pieces that will be performed on the A Swingin’ Nutcracker! Midweek
Concerts. Please take a moment to listen to these pieces in advance of the concert on
YouTube, Spotify, or iTunes.

 TCHAIKOVSKY/Arr. PAUL MURTHA: Selections from

A Swingin’ Nutcracker!
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A Swingin’ Nutcracker!

Snapshot for Teachers and Students
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Riff One: What Do You See in Music?
Can you see music? Duke Ellington had Synthesia. He was born with it and it is a
condition that actually allows people to see music! Can you imagine what music looks
like? Does music move? Do you think music can make something move? What
different emotions does music make you feel? Like music and musicians, visual
artists show rhythm, movement, and emotion in their works of art.

Activity Ideas
Watch the video Cymatics - Since vs. Music
http://nigelstanford.com/Cymatics/
Talk about what you think was happening in the video. You were witnessing a
scientific experiment where the music makes objects move. Basically every sound
you hear is made of sound waves. Your ear receives the sound waves and your brain
turns them into the sounds you hear. Different sounds are created by different sound
waves and they can actually have an effect on what we see. The different sound waves
in the video are what caused some of the flames to be higher/lower or shift the salt
into the different geometric patterns.
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Three of the ways artists show movement in their artwork are line, shape and color.
Exploring Line and Shape
What types of line can you think of? Thick, thin, horizontal, vertical, zig-zag, diagonal, curly,
curved, spiral? How do these lines show movement? How do these lines make you feel? Shapes
are lines that connect back to themselves. How can you use line to make shapes. Direction of line
and shape can create movement.

The Dot and the Line (10:04) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwEeL0d9xdU
Exploring Color
What emotions can you name? Angry, sad, happy, thrilled, shy, joy, disgust, surprise, trust? What
colors can you name? Think about the Crayola 64 crayon box. What emotions do these colors
make you think of? For example: green- envy, red - angry, blue calm.
Make It
Pick any movement from Duke Ellington's Nutcracker and begin to listen to it. Select the colors of
crayon that demonstrate how the music makes you feel. On a piece of paper use line and shapes to
draw how the music is making you feel. Once you have filled your composition, the entire page,
with lines and shapes make a water color resist by painting colors that represent your emotions over
the crayon. Be sure to mix colors the way you want them to be to really reflect your meaning.
Repeat the activity while listening to a movement from Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker.
Work with a partner to compare and contrast the two pieces of music, the art that each of you
created and your ideas.
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Resources
Watch here to learn more about synesthesia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obrBAysVef0
Here is a list of the corresponding pieces
Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker Suite
Overture
Dance of the Reed-Pipes
March
Dance of the Sugar-Plum Fairy
Entr’acte
Russian Dance
Waltz of the Flowers
Arabian Dance
Duke Ellington’s Nutcracker Suite
Overture
Toot Toot Tootie Toot
Peanut Brittle Brigade
Sugar Rum Cherry
Entr’acte
The Volga Vouty
Dance of the Floreadores
Arabesque Cookie
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Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
 Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
 Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
 Responding
o 8: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
 Connecting
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
English Language Arts Practices
 E3: They respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and discipline.
Mathematics Practices
 M1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
 M2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
Science Practices
 S8: Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information.
Social Studies Practices
 SS5: Communicating and critiquing solutions.
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Riff Two: Design a Nutcracker
The holiday time is a time when harvested nuts get to be tasted, placed as a table
garnish, or given as a treat for revelers. The nutcracker is a Bavarian tradition that
you often see in stores around this holiday period (Bavaria is part of modern
Germany). A nutcracker is a kitchen tool built as a toy, used to crush the hard
shells of nuts (walnuts, pecans, almonds, etc.). Often the toy is carved out of
hardwoods and due to its functional size, it then decorated as a soldier. Its crusher
is a lever arm in the back, intending the user to place a nut in the mouth of the
nutcracker, whereupon you press the lever until the shell cracks, allowing the nut to
spill outside.
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Activity Ideas
1. Get some construction paper and create your design for your special nutcracker. Remember
that it does not have to look exactly like a Bavarian version. You can make your very own
JAZZ- inspired nutcracker. You do not have to use a soldier, you may choose any of the
characters from the Nutcracker story and interpret your version for a nutcracker. Cardboard
tubes can be turned into puppets that can be fun to make and even more fun to play with
after.
2. Get some supplies together: Nutcracker pattern (https://tinyurl.com/yc5o9r8m) or your own
design to wrap around a cardboard tube, crayons, markers or colored pencils, scissors,
cardboard tube
3. Color your Nutcracker and then cut out.
4. Glue to cardboard tube. Fold arms on the dotted line before gluing.
5. Have fun creating your own playtime activity or gift.

Resources
Nutcracker Printable: https://tinyurl.com/yc5o9r8m

Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
 Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
English Language Arts Practices
 E1: They Demonstrate independence.
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Riff Three: Beat Boss
Can you make beats with your body? Check out this rockin’ body percussion
performance by rhythm dancer, Keith Terry!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ysq0rh5ZaQ

Activity Ideas
Keith Terry is super talented at using body percussion and rhythmic dance to express
himself. What were you expecting or anticipating as the video began?
Did you notice there is no “music” in the background to accompany his
performance? How did that influence his performance and how the audience (and
yes...YOU as the audience, too) reacted? Was it still musical?
Give it a try! How many sounds can your hands make? Explore the timbre (tone
quality) of your own body as an instrument. Feel free to try out your vocal percussion
like the Bobby McFerrin does in this improvisation video!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=snFZFw2y9Gk
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Make it a game! - With a group of people, form a large circle. Assign the job of “detective” to one
person and have him or her leave the room. As a group, secretly decide who the beat boss will be
and begin following that leader as they create movements. Try to keep a sense of pulse and steady
beat as your movements become more creative! The people in the group will use their peripheral
view to keep an eye on any movement changes as they mirror the movements, but be careful not to
stare! Invite the detective back into the room; they have to stand in the middle of the group and
begin their “investigation” as to who is in charge of the group. The beat boss can switch movements
as many times as possible as the detective searches to figure out who is in charge. After 2 guesses,
switch out positions so more people get chances to be the beat boss or the detective. (Try giving it

a try using background music provided in the resources if the group needs inspiration for their
groove!)

Resources
Learn more about Keith Terry and CrossPulse by clicking here.
http://www.crosspulse.com/aboutkt.html
Check out the music group Postmodern Jukebox! They take current hits and arrange them in jazz,
Motown, “old school” styles of music. http://postmodernjukebox.com/
This is similar to how Duke Ellington arranged The Swingin’ Nutcracker to resemble the
traditional European style Nutcracker by Peter Tchaikovsky, but with an American style.
Curious about Bobby McFerrin? Click here to access his website.
http://bobbymcferrin.com/
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Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
 Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
 Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
 Responding
o 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work.
 Connecting
o 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural and historical context to
deepen understanding.
English Language Arts Practices
 E1: They demonstrate independence.
 E3: They respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and discipline.
 E7: They come to understanding other perspectives and cultures.
Social Studies Practices
 SS2: Applying disciplinary tools and concepts in civics, economics, geography, and
history.
 SS5: Communicating and critiquing solutions.
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Riff Four: Can You Feel the Jazz?
Listen to a movement from the original Nutcracker by Tchaikovsky. Then listen to
the same movement arranged by Duke Ellington. You can find links for the
movements in Activity One. What’s the difference? Now take any simple song that
everybody knows like ‘Row Row Row Your Boat’ or ‘Twinkle Twinkle Little Star’
... add beats to it, then turn it into a rap, or try adding a little syncopation. Can you
make simple music into hip-hop or maybe jazz?

Activity Ideas
Can you hum or sing the super simple tune of “This Old Man”? Check out how this
tune is used, yet changed, in the book This Jazz Man by Karen Ehrhardt. View a
sung version here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnzywl8FXXQ
Try choosing another familiar tune that almost anybody could sing or maybe even a
simple nursery rhyme. (Check out the resources below if you’re stumped!) Can you
create ways to swing the rhythms or add instrumental accompaniment in order to
make a jazzy version?
Duke Ellington was able to do this in his jazz arrangement of A Swingin’
Nutcracker. Listen to how Wynton Marsalis highlights the difference between
Tchaikovsky’s original “March” from The Nutcracker and Ellington’s “Peanut Brittle
Brigade” in his Swingin’ Nutcracker.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vh26MeMxeyY
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Resources
Click here to access many nursery rhymes
http://www.apples4theteacher.com/mother-goose-nursery-rhymes/riddles.html
Click here to access many simple children’s song lyrics
https://www.kididdles.com/lyrics/allsongs.html
Learn more about styles of Jazz
https://www.pitara.com/science-for-kids/5ws-and-h/what-are-the-various-jazz-styles/
NAfME article about Jazz in the Classroom
https://nafme.org/jazz-in-the-classroom/

Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
 Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
 Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 5: Develop and refine artistic work for presentation.
 Connecting
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experience to make art.
o 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural and historical context to
deepen understanding.
English Language Arts Practices
 E1: They demonstrate independence.
Mathematics Practices
 M5: Use appropriate tools strategically.
Social Studies Practices
 SS2: Applying disciplinary tools and concepts in civics, economics, geography, and
history.
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Riff Five: If Duke Ellington Met Romare Bearden
What does the French word “collier” have to with Duke Ellington? Not much,
until you know that the word collage comes from collier, meaning to glue. Then
you need to know that Romare Bearden, a famous African American artist was a
contemporary of Duke Ellington’s. Like Ellington, he lived and worked in
Harlem, New York and made collaged images of jazz musicians that he heard in
the vibrant jazz scene during the Harlem Renaissance. It is quite likely that
Bearden met Ellington and heard his band play many times in New York.

Activity Ideas
Complete this while listening to the music you heard at
the BSO or other Jazz music by the likes of Duke
Ellington, Branford Marsalis or Dizzy Gillespie.
You just watched a concert with jazz music, music full of
syncopation and improvisations. These musical
techniques are used to place emphasis within the piece of
music. Use all types of collage materials including
newspaper, magazines, colored paper, foil, ribbons, string
and found objects to create a composition in the style of
Romare Bearden or fellow artist Pablo Picasso. Pablo
Picasso and his contemporary Georges Braque are
considered the fathers of collage.
1.
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Use the images and different materials to create a new “whole” in the image of a single or a group of
jazz musician(s) based on the works of Romare Bearden Jammin’ at the Savoy or Pablo Picasso’s
Three Musicians. What instrument(s) will your musician(s) be playing? Why did you select the
instruments(s)? Consider how your musician(s) will be posed to hold the instrument(s).
To make your collage:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Start with a piece of colored paper to be your base.
Begin layering your collage.
Glue as you go so you do not lose your pieces.
Build the background scape of your collage; don’t worry about proportion as this is like
improvising.
Build toward the midground making more detailed images.
Add in your jazz musician or musicians. Pay particular attention to their instruments.
Embellish with finishing details.
Make final details with line and color (pencil, pen, marker) to add emphasis to your piece.

Share your artwork with a friend or do a gallery walk. Discuss with and defend your instrumental
selections and composition choices such as the jazz musician(s) positioning within your
composition.

Resources
Click here to learn more about Romare Bearden
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEVROxjjM54
Click here to find some copyright-free stencils of musicians, that you can cut out and use to make
collages.
https://www.google.com/search?site=imghp&tbm=isch&q=musician%20stencil&tbs=sur:fmc
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Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
 Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
o 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
 Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 5: Develop and refine artistic work for presentation.
 Responding
o 7: Receive and analyze artistic work.
 Connecting
o 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural and historical context to
deepen understanding.
English Language Arts Practices
 E7: They come to understanding other perspectives and cultures.
Mathematics Practices
 M1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
 M5: Use appropriate tools strategically.
 M7: Look for and make use of structure.
Social Studies Practices
 SS5: Using mathematics, information and computer technology, and computational
thinking.
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Riff Six: Your Mood Suite
Want to personalize the Nutcracker Suite? Tchaikovsky and Ellington gave their
spin on the music for the Nutcracker, and now it’s your turn! Find the perfect
music to capture the mood and flavor of the original.

Activity Ideas
A suite is a collection of music pieces that are played in a certain order.
Tchaikovsky originally wrote his suite to tell the story of a young girl’s toy
coming to life and taking her on an adventure.
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A suite is a collection of music pieces that are played in a certain order. Tchaikovsky originally
wrote his suite to tell the story of a young girl’s toy coming to life and taking her on an adventure.
When Duke Ellington heard these movements, he took the themes he heard in the pieces and
made his own jazz version of the suite. Listen to the different versions of the pieces below.
Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker Suite
Overture
Dance of the Reed-Pipes
March
Dance of the Sugar-Plum Fairy
Entr’acte
Russian Dance
Waltz of the Flowers
Arabian Dance
Duke Ellington’s Nutcracker Suite
Overture
Toot Toot Tootie Toot
Peanut Brittle Brigade
Sugar Rum Cherry
Entr’acte
The Volga Vouty
Dance of the Floreadores
Arabesque Cookie
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1. Listen to each of the movements from the Nutcracker Suite that you will hear at the concert
(Duke Ellington’s version, Tchaikovsky’s version, or mix and match!)
2. Close your eyes and think of a few words that come to mind while you listen. Is the music
mysterious? Light? Laid-back? Green? Intense? Jot these words down.
3. Once you have finished listening to the movements in order, go back and look at your list of
describing words for the first movement you heard. What kind of song are you familiar with that
makes you think of these words? List the song next to those words. Do this for each movement.
4. After you have finished listening and you have your list of songs, take a look at the whole group.
Is there a common theme for your collection? Give your suite a name.
5. Try listening to your playlist. What do you think of your final product? Feel free to go back and
make changes.
Reflect & compare your list to Tchaikovsky’s or Ellington’s. How does your suite compare with
theirs? What are the similarities and differences? Why do you think that is?
Have your friend listen to your suite. Have them complete this same activity with your suite! What
describing words did they use for the songs you picked? Are they similar to the original descriptors
you wrote?
Example:
Sugar Rum Cherry → mysterious, swagger, proud, confident → New Rules, Dua Lipa
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Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
 Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
o 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
 Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 4: Analyze, interpret, and select artistic work for presentation.
o 5: Develop and refine artistic work for presentation.
o 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
 Responding
o 7: Receive and analyze artistic work.
o 8: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
 Connecting
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
English Language Arts Practices
 E1: They demonstrate independence.
 E3: They respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and discipline.
 E4: They comprehend as well as critique.
 E7: They come to understanding other perspectives and cultures.
Mathematics Practices
 M2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
Science Practices
 S4: Analyzing and interpreting data.
Social Studies Practices
 SS4: Developing claims and using evidence.
 SS5: Using mathematics, information and computer technology, and computational
thinking.
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Riff Seven: Pass the Move- Nutcracker Style!
Have you ever tried creating a whole dance? It is difficult! But, if you share the
work, creating only one move for the whole dance, it becomes easier, AND it is a
lot of fun!

Activity Ideas
Watch the video of Glitch Spencer and
friends dancing to the Nutcracker. It’s fun
to see break dancers “pop and lock” to a
classical piece of music!
https://youtu.be/Jqu3OaUHtaU
Next, listen to the Overture to Duke
Ellington’s Nutcracker Suite here.
https://youtu.be/3MihqGJ4PkY
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Listen for the steady beat, and notice how long 4 counts will take. Now, working alone, create ONE
move that you can do comfortably. Take those 4 counts to do it. Try this a couple of times. Next,
find a partner and “pass the move”, blending your two moves together, giving you 8 counts of time.
Keep adding to your groups until the entire class is involved, connecting their moves. Finally, try
“passing the move” around the entire group. Take a second to offer positive comments to things
you thought worked well, blended together well, or just looked like fun to create. If time permits,
try having the first person keep repeating their move AS the next people add theirs to the piece.
Repeat enough times that will allow the last person to complete their move a few times.

Resources
Overture to Ellington’s Nutcracker
https://youtu.be/3MihqGJ4PkY
Pop and Lock Nutcracker with Cyrus “Glitch” Spencer and Friends
https://youtu.be/Jqu3OaUHtaU

Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
 Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
o 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
Social Studies Practices
 SS5: Communicating and critiquing solutions.
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